Why choose sociology at Geneva?
Geneva introduces students to the dynamic and complex world of people, equipping them to understand social theory particularly as it connects to the everyday social life of communities. Each portion of the program is connected to a real world experience and special attention is given to the unique contribution Christians can make as servants of Christ.

- The opportunity to be part of the City House living/learning community, working in neighborhood building and community service
- Work in a community-based internship in community development with the Beaver Falls Community Development Corporation
- Work side-by-side with Beaver County inmates who are taking a college course

What degree options are available at Geneva?
B.A. in SOCIOLOGY, with concentrations in:

- COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
- RACIAL RECONCILIATION
- AMERICAN CULTURE STUDIES

What can I do with a sociology degree from Geneva?
- Community Development
- Social Research
- Human Services

What are Geneva sociology graduates doing now?
- Drug rehabilitation counselor
- Alternative education teacher
- Community economic development
- Pursuing graduate degrees at various universities

What are some classes I might take at Geneva?
- Social Change
- Seeking Reconciliation: Gender, Class and Race
- Criminology

Now dig deeper…
...by visiting www.geneva.edu to find full descriptions of majors and concentrations, read current student stories, meet the faculty, schedule your campus visit and apply for admission.

Or contact the Admissions Office at 800.847.8255 or admissions@geneva.edu.

“I love the wide array of subjects that cater to my interest in all kinds of things. In particular, I am interested in issues of social justice and reconciliation. It also widened and connected with my other major in Biblical Studies.”

Simone Freeman-Irwin
Junior Sociology/Biblical Studies Major